
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: ADT – Textiles – Year 7
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year 7 Introduction to textiles Practical Lessons
Knowledge to be
taught

Students will learn about Health and Safety procedures and basic
equipment used in a textiles lesson. They will be introduced to basic
stitches and sewing techniques that can be applied to designing their
own device case.

The First half of the unit provides students time to practice running,
back, blanket stitch in a sewing booklet alongside sewing on a button
and an applique. The second half of the unit provides design
opportunities for them to apply these skills in making a device case.

Links to prior
knowledge

Students will be questioned on their prior knowledge and practical
experience from Primary school and Home.

Some students will have done some work with binca and larger needles
at primary school. Teacher will identify what students have basic skills
and encourage them to work on other extension tasks.

What knowledge
is assessed

Students will complete mini practice trials on each stitch and textiles
technique in their sewing booklet.
Questioning techniques used in lessons and marking of work provided.
Students will be encouraged to use correct terminology and safe working
practice of equipment.
Final device case will be assessed and quality criteria for each skill
applied.

Students will be assessed through observation in practical lessons and
student’s final device case will be assessed.
Students will be assessed on accuracy of skill, creativity of design and
independence in completing tasks.

How gaps will be
addressed

Recap teacher model/demonstrations, feedback from sewing booklet
before starting device case.

Feedback during practical lessons and teacher demonstrations. Use a
technician (if available) to re-model tasks.

Cultural capital
lessons

Looking at origins of embroidery historically and in cultures.
X 3 Cultural Capital homework’s to expand knowledge of textiles
designers

During Practical workshops we will share and discuss experiences of
seeing these skills in cultures, environments and on travels or in objects
at home. Share visuals to expand exposure and share V&A website
providing further reading and research.



Key Words Precision, device case, sewing booklet, template, accuracy, practice,
perseverance and health and safety.

Running, back, blanket, chain and cross stitch. Needle, thread, shears,
pins, felt, applique and buttons.


